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When Dorigen mourns the absence of Arveragus early in the Franklin’s Tale, her friends do
“al hire bisynesse” to comfort her, telling her “nyght and day,/ That causelees she sleeth
hirself” (V.827, 824-5).1 The Franklin explains that, through these long endeavours,
Dorigen’s friends “emprent” their consolation on her, much as a craftsman might carve “som
figure” in stone:

By proces, as ye knowen everichoon,
Men may so longe graven in a stoon
Til som figure therinne emprented be.
So long han they conforted hire til she
Recevyed hath, by hope and by resound,
The emprentyng of hire consolacioun …

(V.829-36).

As he draws this analogy, the Franklin uses makes some confident claims about the power of
persistent speech. Over time, he suggests, a speaker can “emprent” new attitudes and desires
on even the most obdurate listener, like an artisan incising a resistant material. The “proces”
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of engraving supplies a figure for the kind of transformation that Dorigen’s friends are trying
to achieve, a clear, comprehensible metaphor for the way that consolation takes effect, and
this figure, in turn, seems to hold out a promise to persistent speakers, reassuring them that,
in the end, their words will make an impression.

With this image of “emprentyng,” Chaucer reworks another widely-disseminated
figure for the power of persistent speech, where the speaker’s words are compared to
dropping water that hollows out a stone. This analogy features prominently in Menedon’s
story from Boccaccio’s Il Filocolo, Chaucer’s most immediate source for The Franklin’s
Tale, and Boccaccio cites it from book 1 of Ovid’s Ars amatoria, another text that Chaucer
knew well.2 In both these contexts, the analogy refers to seduction rather than consolation.
Ovid’s praeceptor amoris offers reassurance to lovers, promising them that women will
respond to their petitions over time. Ovid deploys this analogy in a sophisticated and
sceptical way: the praeceptor of the Ars acknowledges the power of this figure to motivate
lovers, even in apparently hopeless circumstances, but he also draws attention to the
qualifications it encodes, noting that the “proces” of erosion takes a long time. Ovid returned
to the analogy with water dropping on stone over the course of his writing life, revisiting it in
his later exile poetry with a very different understanding of what persistent speech could
achieve. In his letters ex Ponto, the image of water dropping on stone figures the endurance
of the speaking subject, even when his words have no effect. Ovid’s medieval readers, who
were trained to read his works in a complex, mutually qualifying relationship to one another,
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might find a nuanced account of persistent speech, the desires that animate it, and the effects
it achieves, in his evolving treatment of this analogy.

The image of water dropping on stone recurs with its own insistent force in medieval
texts of many different kinds.3 If Chaucer was responding to Boccaccio’s citation of Ovid in
the first instance, he would also have been conscious of the wide dissemination of this figure
in a range of discourses, from love poetry to sermons. This analogy retains a strong
association with courtship and seduction, offering hope to rejected lovers, but it also works to
encourage other kinds of persistent speech, including preaching, instruction and prayer. Texts
in these different traditions often sought to theorize or to dramatize the realizations that
emerged in Ovid’s repeated engagements with this figure; lovers and preachers alike found
ways to harness the persuasive power of this analogy, while also qualifying its claims about
persistent speech and its effects. Medieval praeceptores used the figure to encourage long
love service and persistent prayer, but they also invited their students to recognise that these
activities brought their own rewards, enabling the cultivation of “noblesse” and longanimitas,
which might ultimately displace the rewards the analogy seems to promise.
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The analogy between speaking and engraving, rehearsed in the voice of the narrator
and applied to the endeavours of Dorigen’s friends, has a broader significance for the
Franklin’s Tale as a whole. This tale is populated with persistent speakers: over the course of
the narrative, both Dorigen and her unwanted suitor Aurelius will speak long passages of
petition and complaint, addressing audiences who are hostile, inscrutable, or simply absent.
Some of their speeches are briefly described, but others constitute long, lyrical interludes in
the dramatic action. The analogy with “emprentyng” stone expresses the hopes and
assumptions that sustain the speakers of this tale in “al hire bisynesse”. This “figure” appears
in a dense cluster of sententious, proverbial expressions at the start of the narrative,
concerned with mastery in marriage and with the need for patience, and, like them, it voices
claims that will come under scrutiny as the story unfolds. Some of the tale’s most memorable
episodes take up and reconfigure the image of “emprentyng” stone, as Dorigen directs her
complaint against the black rocks around the coast and when she challenges Aurelius to
remove them, “stoon by stoon”. Over the course of the Franklin’s story, I argue, Dorigen will
come to understand how this “figure” works, negotiating its deceptive claims about the
“proces” of erosion and the power of persistent speech, but Aurelius will continue to demand
the rewards it seems to promise, the power to “emprent” his desires on others.

Gutta cauat lapidem

In the first book of the Ars amatoria, the praeceptor amoris tells the young men of Rome that
they should carry on writing to their ladies even if the ladies return their letters without
reading them. He argues that women will succumb to persistent suitors, just as rings and
ploughshares are worn down by constant use, and stones are hollowed out by dropping water:
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ferreus assiduo consumitur anulus usu,
interit assidua uomer aduncus humo.
quid magis est saxo durum, quid mollius unda?
dura tamen molli saxa cauantur aqua.
Penelopen ipsam, persta modo, tempore uinces …

(1, ll. 473-77)

[An iron ring is worn by constant use, a curved share wastes by constant ploughing
of the ground. What is harder than rock, what softer than water? yet soft water
hollows out hard rock. Only persevere; in time, you will overcome Penelope
herself.]4

In Menedon’s story from the Filocolo, Tarolfo attempts to court a married donna who
repeatedly rejects his advances. When she ignores his messages, he takes encouragement
from the praeceptor’s words: “Ma già per tutto questo Tarolfo di ciò non si rimanea,
seguendo d’Ovidio gli amaestramenti, il quale dice l’uomo non lasciare per durezza della
donna di non perseverare, però che per continuanza la molle acqua fora la dura pietra” (ll. 1922) [“But through all this Tarolfo still did not stop, following the teachings of Ovid who said
that a man should not stop persevering because of a lady’s hardness, since by persistence soft
water works its way through hard rock”].5 The praeceptor’s injunction to persevere, “persta
modo,” becomes an axiom for Tarolfo in this story: it sustains him not only in these early
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efforts at seduction but also in his later trials, when he takes up the impossible task his lady
sets for him, to plant a garden for her that blooms in January as though it were May.6 In The
Franklin’s Tale, where Chaucer reimagines Menedon’s story as a Breton lai, he also recasts
this figure for persistent speech, replacing Ovid’s image of erosion with an image of
engraving and applying it to the consoling speech of Dorigen’s friends. In this tale, Chaucer
employs the analogy to comment on prayerful petition, instruction and seduction alike;
Dorigen echoes her friends’ entreaties with her own, ongoing complaint, and the history of
this figure, extending back to Boccaccio and Ovid, affirms its relevance to the lovesick
petitions of Aurelius, too.

This chain of citations links The Franklin’s Tale to Ovid’s Ars and positions its
account of persistent speech in part as a response to Ovid’s figure of water drops eroding
stone. Yet, the significance of this figure was complicated, in turn, by its treatment elsewhere
in the Ovidius minor, and in other medieval writing that appropriated and redeployed it. As
he makes this local allusion to his immediate sources, Chaucer also enters a much larger
discourse about persistent speech, the desires that motivate it and the effects it can achieve.
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This passage from book 1 of the Ars reveals the important role of repeated practice, or
usus, in Ovid’s text, as Colin Fewer has argued.7 In the first two books, the praeceptor
encourages his male readers to cultivate and inhabit a lover’s persona, rehearsing the artificial
techniques of seduction until they come to seem like “second nature”.8 The same techniques
can be applied to seduction: through the persistent application of artistry, the praeceptor
argues, men can subject women to their own desires. “What the magister audaciously
promises in Ars amatoria,” Fewer writes, “is that the desire of others is capable of being
produced and domesticated through practice, by repetition and habituation”.9 The imagery of
water dropping on stone figures the gradual effects of usus in both these contexts, Fewer
contends, showing how long, reiterative practice can transform the will. This is the promise
that consoles Tarolfo in Il Filocolo and that encourages Dorigen’s friends early in the
Franklin’s Tale. Indeed, Fewer, who discusses the Franklin’s version of this analogy
alongside other, similar metaphors in Troilus and Criseyde, notes that the language of
“proces” that appears here is often found in Chaucer in contexts “that recall the Ovidian
imagery of shaping the will through practice”.10

Even as he advances his audacious claims about usus, however, Ovid’s praeceptor
introduces some ironic qualifications. In a hyperbolic flourish, he evokes Penelope, who
resisted many suitors during the long decade when her husband Ulysses was absent:
“Penelopen ipsam […] tempore uinces” [“in time, you will overcome Penelope herself”].
Penelope’s long endurance suggests what the analogy with erosion already implies, that
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cultivating another person’s desires through repeated practice will be a long and drawn out
process.11 Her story hints at the scale of the lover’s task, the length of time he might have to
persist. Similar forms of qualification and ambiguity surround the use of this analogy in
Boccaccio and Chaucer. In the Filocolo, Tarolfo proves himself to be a committed student of
Ovid’s praeceptor and a firm believer in his claims about the power of habituation and
persistent speech; his elaborate efforts serve not only to win his lady, but also to prove the
arguments about persistent speech that underpin the analogy from the Ars. Yet, his turn to
magic to achieve his impossible task might itself seem to call these arguments into question;
ultimately, in Menedon’s story, repetition and habituation are insufficient to provoke and
direct the donna’s desires. The narrative of the Franklin’s tale casts doubt on the analogy
between speaking and “emprentyng” almost as soon as the narrator evokes it. After he
affirms the power of persistent speech to “emprent” consolation on its listeners, the Franklin
suggests that Dorigen’s sorrow “gan aswage” because she had temporarily exhausted herself
(“She may nat alwey duren in swich rage”), calling the agency of her friends into question
(V.836). In the following lines, moreover, Dorigen resumes her complaint and her friends
resume their efforts to console her, the promised reward for their efforts deferred into the
future.

In their original context, the praeceptor’s claims about usus were bound up with the
larger ironic project of the Ars amatoria. Treating the subject matter of love elegy in the form
of a didactic poem, Ovid satirised both traditions, offering an urbane comment on Roman
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morality through the juxtaposition of Augustan poetic genres. The Ars suggests that a lover
might learn to master the experience of love through the cynical application of craft, and, at
the same time, that the forms of self-discipline that were prized in didactic poetry might be
exploited for sexual gratification.12 The analogy with water dropping on stone provides a preexisting intertextual link between these traditions: Tibullus used it to encourage rejected
lovers in his elegies, much as Ovid’s praeceptor does, while Lucretius, in his De Rerum
Natura, groups the hollow stone with a worn-down ring and ploughshare, to show the effects
of erosion.13 These are texts that Ovid knew and which he cites repeatedly in the Ars.14 As
Alison Sharrock has noted, moreover, this figure not only links the didactic and amatory
traditions, but also suggests that that instruction and seduction might work in similar ways.15
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The lover persists with his lady much as the praeceptor persists with his student, and his own
experience of instruction supplies a source of encouragement as he takes up the role of
seducer. When Tarolfo remembers the words of Ovid in the Filocolo, he takes
encouragement not only from the analogy itself, but also from the way his own desires were
formed through subjection to Ovid’s praeceptor.

Amatory didacticism was not necessarily incongruous in medieval culture, and the
extent to which medieval readers recognised the original ironies of the Ars remains a matter
for debate. Marilyn Desmond has argued that, while the juxtaposition of elegiac and didactic
modes had a subversive edge for the first readers of the Ars, the use of this text to teach Latin
composition in the medieval schoolroom served to naturalise the idea that a “pedagogical
imperative” attached to the experience of love, that “the onset of amor must be attended by
instruction”.16 The Ars amatoria, which circulated in Latin and in several vernacular
translations, was often evoked as a kind of authority in medieval love literature where, as
Suzanne Conklin Akbari writes, “[t]he Ovidian art of love” served as “the foundation of a
court centred on service to the ‘dieu d’ amors’”.17 It also provided inspiration for
erotodidactic works like Andreas Capellanus’ De arte honesti amandi and the Roman de la
Rose, both of which borrow from it directly. Desmond argues that medieval writers took
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Ovid’s didacticism seriously in texts like these, imagining him as a cleric of love (“Venus
clerk,” as Chaucer calls him in the House of Fame, l. 1487).18 The familiarity of Ovid’s Ars,
and of the genre of erotodidactic writing, did not preclude sceptical responses to this text,
however. Vincent Gillespie contends that at least some of the medieval praeceptores who
engaged with the Ars were as “subtle and self-aware” in their handling of this text as Ovid
was in writing it.19 Sharrock argues that medieval readers “understood the irony of the poem
perfectly well, even if the manner in which such irony played out for their culture was
different from that of the Augustan age”.20 The treatment of the praeceptor’s analogy
between persistent speech and water dropping on stone, first in the Filocolo and then in The
Franklin’s Tale, but also more broadly in the medieval works of amatory and moral
instruction, itself reveals a questioning attitude to his didactic methods. If medieval readers
no longer recognised the inherent ironies of erotodidaxis, they nevertheless perceived the
mercurial qualities of this particular teaching voice.

The lessons of the Ars amatoria were further complicated for medieval readers by the
poem’s relationship to Ovid’s biography and to his later writing. Medieval accessūs to Ovid
explained that the Ars created a scandal in Rome that led to the poet’s exile, and that his later
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works were part of a long and unsuccessful attempt to restore his reputation.21 The Remedia
amoris, in particular, was intended to counteract the Ars, explaining how to guard against the
“illicitum amorem” it had encouraged; in this text, as Fewer observes, repeated usus allows
the lover to “unlearn” the praeceptor’s lessons.22 For medieval readers, Ovid’s teachings
about love emerged from the contradictory duplex sententia of these texts and not from either
in isolation. This situation accounts for what Alastair Minnis has called the characteristic
“elasticity” and “pliancy” of the Ovidius minor in the hands of medieval interpreters.23
Ovid’s exile poetry was implicated in the same biographical narrative, which was also
rehearsed in accessūs to the Fasti, the Amores, the Tristia and the Epistulae ex Ponto.24
Readers who were trained to interpret the Ars and the Remedia as part of a mutually
qualifying dialogue were also encouraged to notice moments in these later poems when Ovid
returned to images from the Ars and used them to lament his altered circumstances.25
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Ovid revisited the image of water dropping on stone for precisely this purpose on at
least two occasions in his letters ex Ponto. In his letter to Atticus from the second book, Ovid
employs this figure to describe the effect of his ongoing misfortunes: “utque caducis/
percussu crebro saxa cavantur aquis,/ sic ego continuo Fortunae vulneror ictu” [“as the falling
drops by their constant force hollow the rock, so I am wounded by the steady blows of fate”]
(2. vii, ll. 39-41).26 In the next lines, he likens his heart to a ploughshare, ground down by
repeated usus, in a sustained engagement with the language of the Ars. The poet himself is
subject to the effects of erosion here, as his capacity for hope is worn away by his relentless
experience of suffering. In a letter to Albinovanus from the fourth book, however, Ovid
distinguishes his own situation from the situation of the stone, the ring and the ploughshare.
While other materials wear away, the poet himself endures:

gutta cavat lapidem, consumitur anulus usu,
atteritur pressa vomer aduncus humo.
tempus edax igitur praeter nos omnia perdet” (4. x, ll. 5-7)

[“Drops of water hollow out a stone, a ring is worn thin by use, the hooked plough is
rubbed away by the soil’s pressure. So devouring time destroys all things but me”].

As he revisits this figure from the Ars amatoria, Ovid tacitly acknowledges the resemblance
between his own campaign of letter writing and the strategies of seduction he had
recommended to lovers in his guise as the praeceptor amoris. In both cases, a persistent
speaker appeals for pity and continues sending messages when they have no discernible
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effect. Writing from exile, however, the poet has come to a new understanding of his earlier
analogy with water dropping on stone: he has discovered that people can withstand persistent
speech for longer than a stone withstands water. At the same time, however, his long
endeavours have also revealed his own capacity to endure, to carry on speaking and writing
in hopeless circumstances. In this sense, lived experience and self-observation have affirmed
what the praeceptor’s allusion to Penelope had seemed to imply. The speaker’s resilience
comes into view, even as his earlier claims about persistent speech, figured through the
analogy with dropping water, begin to break down.

From its first appearance in the Ars, moreover, the analogy contains an invitation to
observe the real effects of water dropping on stone and to consider what they might reveal
about the power of persistent speech. When the praeceptor echoes Lucretius, he allows that
his claims about the natural world might be tested against scientific observation, and that
such observation might complicate his arguments from analogy. While the praeceptor evokes
the hollow stone and the worn down ring and ploughshare as unambiguous phenomena that
provide tangible support for his arguments, Lucretius describes them as the visible signs of
invisible processes, noting that erosion itself is impossible to see: “haec igitur minui, cum sint
detrita, videmus;/ sed quae corpora decedant in tempore quoque,/ invida praeclusit specimen
natura videndi” (1, ll. 319-21) [“These we observe to be growing less because they are
rubbed away; but what particles are separated on each occasion, our niggardly faculty of sight
has debarred us from proving”]. For Lucretius, the effect of dropping water on stone
remained elusive, constantly evading direct observation. Although Lucretius’s poem was
largely unknown to medieval readers, the observation about dropping water and its effect on
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stone could be found in scientific writing throughout the Middle Ages.27 Seneca quoted both
De rerum natura and the Ars amatoria as related authorities on the way water drops hollow
out stone in his Naturales Quaestiones (4b, 3-5), a text that influenced many medieval
authors, including Robert Grosseteste and Roger Bacon in England.28 The image of water
dropping on stone was also presented as a scientific observation in Bartholomeus Anglicus’
De proprietatibus rerum; John Trevisa, in his Middle English translation, preserves a version
of the line from the letter to Albinovanus in Latin: “And þogh a drope be moste nesshe, ȝit by
ofte fallynge he persiþ and þrilleþ þinge þat is wel harde, as þis verse seiþ: Gutta cavat
lapidem non vi set sepe cadendo; þat is to menynge ‘a drope þrilleth þe stone nouȝt by
strength but by often fallynge’”.29 The particular ambiguities that emerge from Ovid’s
allusion to Lucretius were lost to the Middle Ages, but the sense that the analogy might be
tested, reinforced or supplemented by reference to the natural world, as represented in this
tradition of scientific writing, was not.

When Chaucer’s late medieval contemporaries took up this figure of water dropping
on stone, they exploited its power to encourage long endeavours, forms of usus that might
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cultivate a noble identity, or foster spiritual virtues. As they did so, however, they sought to
preserve the forms of qualifications that emerge from Ovid’s use of the figure, retracing the
realisations that unfold across the Ovidius minor. Thomas Usk’s Testament of Love, a work
that combines amatory instruction with Boethian dialogue, illustrates the careful deployment
of this figure in an erotodidactic context. In the third book, Love invites Usk to imagine his
devotion to Margery as a tree, which takes root in his heart with the assent of his free will;
“[G]ood service” forms the trunk, which grows “by longe processe of tyme” (3.vi, ll. 698-9),
the branches are the words of his petitions, spoken “in voice of prayer complayning-wise
used” (3.vii, ll. 811-2), and Margery’s “grace” is the fruit that grows on them.30 Yet, when
Usk imagines this “grace” as “reward for my longe travayle,” Love insists that he cannot
change Margery’s disposition by his own efforts, since any “grace” he receives “cometh not
of thy deserte, but of thy Margarytes goodnesse and virtue alone” (3.vii, ll. 876-80). Even as
she commends love service as an opportunity to cultivate noble virtues, then, Love withholds
the promise that Ovid’s praeceptor makes to his students, denying Usk the power to
“emprent” his desires on Margery through his own persistent efforts. As this part of the
dialogue draws to a close, she offers him two examples to encourage him in his ongoing
service, the axe that slowly fells a tree and dropping water that hollows out a stone: “So ofte
must men on the oke smyte tyl the happy dent have entred, whiche with the okes owne swaye
maketh it to come al at ones. So ofte falleth the lethy water on the harde rocke tyl it have
thorowe persed it” (3.vii, ll. 870-72). The images of carving and erosion run counter to the
metaphor of arboreal growth that structures this dialogue (will the tree flourish or be cut
down?); in combination, they serve to promote the “longe processe” of love service itself,
while creating ambiguity about its final outcome. Indeed, as he reflects on his own
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experience, Usk identifies complaint itself as a source of satisfaction and enjoyment, saying
that the lover who “dare complayne” with “hope of … grace to be avaunced” is “joyed” and
“greatly eased” (3.vii, ll. 816-9); the experience of habituation offers its own rewards.

In lyric poetry of the kind Aurelius composes for Dorigen, speakers rediscover the
lessons of the letter to Albinovanus as they follow the advice of the Ars amatoria. In
Petrarch’s rime “Aspro core et selvaggio,” for example, the lover despairs of moving his
lady, but recalls that drops of water can gradually work through stone – “che poco humor già
per continua prova/ consumar vidi marmi et pietre salde” [“I’ve seen a little liquid’s constant
trial wear solid stone and marble quite away”] – and concludes that his own tears and prayers
might soften her heart in a similar way (ll. 10-13).31 The image of dropping water occurs to
him as he watches his own tears, which are themselves an expression of his love service, a
continuation of his verbal complaint. Self-observation provokes a memory of the Ars
amatoria, which encourages the speaker to persist, but it also offers the insights of the letters
ex Ponto, as the speaker affirms his own capacity to endure. A similar act of self-observation
plays out in Gower’s ballade XVIII. At the start of this poem, the lover challenges the
praeceptor’s analogy, observing that, while “Les goutes d’eaue qu cheont menu/ L’en voit
sovent percer la dure piere” (ll. 1-2) [“Little drops of water that fall often are able to pierce
the hard stone”], his own petitions leave his lady unmoved: “Com plus la prie, et meinz m’ad
entendu” (l. 7) [“The more I pray, the less I am heeded”].32 Yet this complaint, addressed as
much to the praeceptor amoris as to his lady, itself forms the basis of the poem that follows,
and recurs as the refrain at the end of each stanza. In the final quatrain, the speaker considers
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the poem he has written, the material evidence of his own persistence, and resolves to send it
to his lady as a “lettre,” as though following the praeceptor’s advice in the Ars (ll. 21-5). This
poem dramatizes the moment when a speaker discovers the purpose of Ovid’s analogy,
displaying his cultivation as a lover and asserting his own powers of persistence, even as he
abandons the fantasy of transforming his lady through his long efforts.

Similar negotiations can be found in the literature of religious instruction. Here,
writers deployed the analogy with dropping water to encourage persistent devotion, only to
reveal that persistence was a good in itself. In a sermon for Holy Week, for example, Peter
Comestor combines a quotation from the letters ex Ponto with a maxim adapted from St
Augustine and a verse from the psalms as he encourages his listeners to persevere in love:
“Habe charitatem, et fac quidquid vis: omnia difficilia facilia sunt amanti. Gutta cavat
lapidem. Exspecta Dominum, viriliter age, et confortabitur cor tuum” [“Have charity and do
whatever you want: all difficult things become easy through love. Drops of water hollow out
a stone. Expect the Lord, act manfully, and let your heart take courage”].33 In his commentary
on Luke 18:1-8, meanwhile, Bonaventure compares the efficacy of persistent prayer
(“efficaciae orationis instantia”) to the power of dropping water, which hollows out a stone:
“Gutta cavat lapidem, non vi, sed saepe candendo” [“A drop of water hollows out a stone, not
by force but by steady dripping”]; prayer will incline God to mercy, just as the widow’s
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entreaties move the hard-hearted judge in Luke’s parable (18.ix).34 For Comestor and for
Bonaventure, the analogy between persistent speech and dropping water promises rewards
that might really come to pass, in the form of divine assistance and salvation. However, it
also serves to encourage forms of effort that are virtuous in themselves and which transform
the condition of the soul. Comestor, in particular, echoes the literature of amatory instruction,
extolling the transformative power of love, which enables the Christian to perform impossible
tasks. A sermon from the English Wycliffite cycle names the virtue that this kind of usus
produces, using Ovid’s analogy to promote longanimitas, one of Paul’s twelve fruits of the
Holy Spirit (Galatians 5:22-3): “Þe seuenþe fruyȝt of þis spiriȝt is longlastynge in uertues, for
þe drope persiþ þe stoon not bi ones but bi longlastyng”.35

Henry Suso’s mystical dialogue Horologium sapientiae explicitly appropriates
Ovidian amatory instruction and repurposes it as a guide to ascetic devotional practice.
Wisdom explains that religious contemplatives should emulate the “lovers of þis worlde,”
who remain “bisye and abydynge” in their love service, even as they endure the “turnynge
abowte of þe whele of love”. The contemplative, too, should be a “feruent lover,” who
persists in his devotion despite the “comynge and goynge” of mystical experience.36 Wisdom
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quotes repeatedly from the Ars amatoria, recasting the praeceptor’s advice to lovers for his
own disciple. He tells him that “Love is a maner of knihthode,” “militiae species amor est”
(Ars, 2, l. 233), which requires courage and commitment, and he reassures him that
“continuele trauayle ouercomeþ alle þinges,” citing the effect of water drops falling on stone:
“For what is softere þanne water, or harder þanne stone? And ȝit by ofte fallynge and
smytynge of water þe stone is persede”.37 The travails of the spiritual lover should include
insistent prayers, analogous to the lover’s complaint: Wisdom tells the disciple to “preye and
aske ofte-siþes, and leue not”.38 Suso draws attention to the moment when the comparison
breaks down: unlike the stern and savage ladies who confront courtly lovers, he observes,
God takes delight in the speaker’s petitions and will be quick to answer them.39 At the same
time, however, he affirms that, for lovers and contemplatives alike, the long effort of love
service brings its own rewards.

Other religious texts, however, cite the analogy from a different source, attributing it
to the desert fathers. The image of water dropping on stone appears as a figure for persistent
speech on two occasions in the Verba seniorum, a collection of anecdotes and exchanges that
records the wisdom of the fathers and which often circulated in the Middle Ages with the
Vitas patrum, an anthology of their lives.40 In book 5, abbot Poemen tells the abbot John that
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frequent exposure to the word of God will stir the fear of God in a hard heart, just as
dropping water works its way through stone; abbot Pimenion uses the analogy to make the
same point to an unnamed questioner in book 7 (5.xviii.16, 7.xxix.1).41 The exchange
between Poemen and John was anthologised in medieval resources for preachers: the late
thirteenth-century Liber de similitudinibus et exemplis, for example, contains an exemplum
concerning “De abbate Johanne et lapide et aqua et duricia cordis”.42 It also appears in
surviving sermons: in a Middle English sermon from Bodleian Library, MS Laud Misc. 706,
the preacher rehearses it to console those members of his audience who might struggle to
follow his argument and so conclude that listening to preaching is “a spending and wastyng
of tyme”.43 In this version, an “hold fadyr” promises a “ȝong man” that “the ardnes and the
dolnes” of his wit will be “parchit” by “ofte heryng of the word of God,” just as “a harde
stone whas parchyd whyt softe watur be ofte dropyng of reyne”.44
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These borrowings from the Verba seniorum reveal the application of this figure to
persistent teaching and instruction, a connotation that was always present in Ovid’s Ars. The
desert fathers also echoed Ovid’s invitation to test the claims that underpin the analogy
through direct observation of the natural world. Abbot Poemen even suggests that John might
stage an experiment in order to see the process of erosion for himself:

Natura aquae mollis est, lapidis autem dura est; e si vas aquae plenum pendeat supra
lapidem, ex quo assidue stillans gutta cadat in lapidem, perforat eum; ita et sermo
divinus lenis est, cor autem nostrum durum; audiens ergo homo frequenter divinum
sermonem, aperitur cor ejus ad timendum Deum. (5.xviii.16)

[The nature of water is soft, the nature of stone is hard; but if a bottle is hung above a
stone letting water drip down, it wears away the stone. It is like that with the word of
God; it is soft and our heart is hard, but if a man hears the word of God often, it will
break open his heart to the fear of God.] 45

Isolated in the desert, Poemen and Pimenion were uniquely placed to observe such natural
processes as they unfolded over time. This kind of knowledge was directly related to their
ascetic practice. This was the wisdom the recluse could offer the preacher, recasting the
analogy with water dropping on stone as a comment on the slow, incremental process of
instruction, rather than a promise of immediate transformation.
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The analogy between persistent speech and water dropping on stone, which in turn
informs the image of engraving and “emprentyng” in The Franklin’s Tale, emerged from the
Ovidius minor as an elusive, ambivalent kind of wisdom, qualified by the complex ironies of
the Ars amatoria, by the invitation to observe the process of erosion in nature, and by the
evidence of lived experience, prefigured in the allusion to Penelope and affirmed by the poet
in his later exile poetry. The medieval writers who appropriated this analogy either discerned
these complexities in Ovid or rediscovered them for themselves, balancing the questionable
promise that a speaker might reshape his listener’s desires through his own efforts, against
the evident power of this figure to sustain worthwhile endeavours and to enable the
cultivation of virtue. Preachers and poets alike promote the analogy as wisdom to use but not
necessarily to believe, a figure that encouraged worthwhile endeavours by promising
deferred, intangible, or illusory rewards.

The Franklin’s Tale, “stoon by stoon”

The analogy with “emprentyng” stone that appears near the start of the Franklin’s Tale
signals Chaucer’s engagement with a long tradition of writing about persistent speech and its
consequences. Taking up Boccaccio’s reference to Ovid in his immediate source, Chaucer
offers an expansive reply, which responds to the evolving significance of this analogy in the
Ovidius minor and to its treatment in the work of his own contemporaries. The Franklin’s
Tale presents persistent speech of many kinds, clerical consolation, preacherly instruction,
lovers’ complaints and petitionary prayer, linking together the discursive contexts where
Ovid’s analogy was cited and theorised. It describes the “proces” by which speakers might
come to understand how this analogy works, testing its claims about speech and stone against
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their own experience, but it also asks what happens when a persistent speaker resists this kind
of realisation and demands instead the rewards that the analogy seems to promise, the power
to reshape another person’s desires through long, reiterative effort.

The analogy with engraving forms part of a cluster of proverbs and sentences that
appear early on in The Franklin’s Tale and which inform the subsequent development of its
narrative. They include another Ovidian aphorism, “Love wol nat been constreyned by
maistrye” (V.765), a version of Metamorphoses, 2.846-7, “non bene conveniunt nec in una
sede morantur/ maiestas et amor,” as well as Boethian sentences on the instinctive desire for
freedom and an injunction to lovers to “lerne to suffre”.46 This cluster of sententiae is
organised around a central, proverbial claim about the power of patience, which the Franklin
attributes to “clerkes,” and which is glossed in one manuscript with its Latin form, “pacientes
vincunt”: “Pacience is an heigh vertu, certeyn,/ For it venquysseth, as thise clerkes seyn,/
Thynges that rigour shoulde nevere ateyne” (773-5).47 The Franklin’s analogy with
engraving, which appears shortly after this sententious passage in the tale, echoes the proverb
“pacientes vincunt” in its claim that persistent speech will “conquer” resistant listeners,
transforming their desires through habituation and repeated usus, but the forms of speech it
seems to encourage might as easily take the form of “rigour,” with its connotations of
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obduracy, fixity and violence, as of patience, with its links to sufferance and forbearance.48
Understanding this analogy will itself require patience, a willingness to test its claims against
lived experience, to revisit them over time. Learning to suffer in The Franklin’s Tale involves
making the proper use of proverbial wisdom like this.

The figure of “emprentyng” stone appears in a scene where amatory complaint and
clerical instruction are in open competition. While Dorigen laments the absence of
Arveragus, her friends attempt to console her, countering her complaints with appeals and
petitions of their own. Dorigen articulates her suffering in a wide range of expressive modes,
from wordless weeping to elaborate speech, and the tale describes them with an asyendetic
list of terms, which suggests their insistent, repetitive quality: “She moorneth, waketh,
wayleth, fasteth, pleyneth” (V.819). Her friends display similar forms of tenacity and
resourcefulness in their replies: they appeal to her reason, telling her “nyght and day/ That
causelees she sleeth hirself” (V.824-5), they plead with her, “on knees, for Goddes sake,” to
abandon her “derke fantasye” (V.824), and they “prechen hire” (V.824), offering instruction
and illustrative examples. The tale hints at the preacherly content of these exhortations when
Dorigen relents for a moment, as though accepting her friends’ argument that all “was for the
beste” (V.846), a proverbial recasting of Romans 8:28, “omnia cooperantur in bonum” [“all
things work together unto good”]. When the Franklin refers to the long “proces” of their
speech, moreover, he uses a term that describes the processus or development of a scholastic
sermon. In doing so, he maps the procedures of habituation onto the recursive, exegetical
forms of this discourse, which returns to and elaborates on the same thema, much as a lover
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derives new complaints from the same subject matter.49 As it opposes complaint and
consolation, the tale affirms the close resemblance between these two forms of persistent
speech. Each provides opportunities for the cultivation of virtue and an occasion for the
masochistic enjoyments of self-denial: through her long commitment to complaint, Dorigen
confirms her place among “thise noble wyves” (V.817), while her friends display their own
form of preacherly “noblesse” as they work to console her.50 The Franklin describes “The
emprentyng of [Dorigen’s] consolacioun” at the point when she seems to succumb to her
friends’ entreaties, before taking up her complaint again in the subsequent lines (V.834);
voicing the analogy in this moment, where complaint and consolation provoke and sustain
one another, he reveals its applicability to both forms of persistent speech.

As Dorigen continues her complaint, however, she comes to a new understanding of
the analogy between persistent speech and “emprentyng” stone. Walking by the sea, she
considers the “grisly rokes blake” around the coast (V.859) and, imagining that they might
shipwreck Arveragus on his return, she prays to God to drag them down into hell. These
related acts of observation and expression place different kinds of pressure on Ovid’s
praeceptor’s arguments about the powers of speech and the properties of stone. Dorigen sees
the rocks surrounded by water, but sees no evidence of the water wearing them away.
Instead, she reflects on their capacity for endurance, tracing their effects on human beings
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through a long, destructive history that extends beyond her own memory into the distant past:
“An hundred thousand bodyes of mankynde/ Han rokkes slayn, al be they nat in mynde”
(V.877-78). The rocks inhabit a slow, geological time – what Jeffrey Jerome Cohen has
called “lithic time” – that exceeds the limits of a human life and so also the human capacity
for observation.51 Erosion, too, takes place on this time scale, lasting longer than the history
Dorigen can recall. In her prayer to God, Dorigen tries to remove the rocks through an act of
persistent speech, as though the corresponding terms in Ovid’s analogy were interchangeable.
The rocks, however, remain unmoved: they resist the force of her petitions just as they resist
the force of the waves.

This encounter reframes the implications of Ovid’s analogy and of the Franklin’s,
placing the promised rewards for persistent speech out of reach of any individual speaker.
Even as she comes to this realisation, however, Dorigen also displays and affirms her own
capacity for endurance. Her ongoing prayer, marked out in one manuscript as “the
complaynte of dame Dorigen,” forms the first of the tale’s lyric interludes, where the claims
of first-person expression outweigh the claims of narrative.52 Her tenacity in the face of the
implacable rocks creates opportunities for creative expression: she echoes the Franklin’s first
description of the “grisly rokkes blake,” transforming it into a refrain, which appears in
amplified and abbreviated forms (“thise grisly feendly rokkes blake,” “thise rokkes blake”)
and she extrapolates an elaborate challenge to God’s providential design from her
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observations about the dangers they pose, in a remarkable act of rhetorical invention (V.859,
868, 891). In this pivotal scene, Dorigen takes up the invitation that was always present in
this analogy, in Ovid and in the wisdom of the desert fathers, testing and qualifying its
confident claims by considering the real effect of water on stone. At the same time, like Ovid
in exile, she discovers her own capacity for perseverance, finding new opportunities for
creative expression as she addresses the impervious rocks.

Dorigen’s persistence in this scene is closely linked to her intransigence, her
resistance to the entreaties of her friends. As she observes the rocks, she restates her
indifference to their preacherly petitions. Imagining that “clerkes” might try to account for
the rocks as part of God’s creation, she rejects their arguments, which contain an echo of her
friends’ insistent claim that Arveragus’s absence was “for the beste” (V.846):

I woot wel clerkes wol seyn as hem leste,
By argumentz, that al is for the beste,
Though I ne kan the causes nat yknowe.
But thilke God that made wynd to blowe
As kepe my lord! This my conclusion.
To clerkes lete I al disputison.

(V.885-90)

This outspoken rejection of “argumentz” and “disputision” itself forms part of Dorigen’s
complex response to Ovid’s analogy. The claim about persuasive speech that informs this
analogy is shown to be insufficient, even misleading, when qualified by the evidence of
Dorigen’s direct experience, and Dorigen, at this point of realisation, alleges the evidence of
her own situation against the promises the analogy seems to make. Perhaps Ovid’s
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praeceptor, “Venus clerk,” is himself among the “clerkes” to whom she offers her reply.
These lines also anticipate the difficulties that Dorigen will face when she tries to
communicate what she has learned, however. These are lessons that emerge over time, in
dialogue with lived experience, and which cannot be simply expressed as clerical
“argumentz”.

With the introduction of Aurelius, The Franklin’s Tale turns its attention to the kind
of speaker who Ovid addresses in books 1 and 2 of the Ars amatoria. A “lusty squier” and
“servant to Venus,” Aurelius loves Dorigen “best of any creature” (V.937). His long and
fruitless love service is modelled on Tarolfo’s attempts to seduce the married donna in
Menedon’s story from Il Filocolo, a task inspired and sustained by the praeceptor’s advice.
Courting Dorigen in her husband’s absence, however, he also resembles the suitors of
Penelope, whose trials seem to undercut, or at least to qualify, the praeceptor’s assertions
about the power of persistent speech. When he first appears in the tale, Aurelius expresses his
“wo” in lyric poetry, performing “layes,/ Songes, compleintes, roundels, virelayes” for
Dorigen (V.945, 947-8); here, Chaucer introduces another mode of first-person speech that
was associated with the figure of water dropping on stone, like a lover’s lament, petitionary
prayer and preacherly consolation. This asyndetic list of poetic forms recalls the list of terms
that described Dorigen’s sorrowful expression earlier in the tale and hints again at the
persistent way Aurelius returns to the same “matere,” prolonging his sufferings as he
articulates them (V.947).53 It also suggests that Aurelius has made his suffering the occasion
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This inventory of poetic forms has a literary tradition of its own. In Gower’s Confessio
Amantis, for example, Amans confesses that “I have ofte assaied/ Rondeal, balade and
virelai/ For hire on whom myn herte lai/ To make [...]” (I, 2726-9), listing some of the forms
Aurelius employs, while, in The Legend of Good Women, Alceste remembers the “balades,
roundels, virelayes” that Chaucer has composed in praise of love (F.423, G.412). The
constitution of the Cour Amoureuse adds compleinte to this list, condemning lovers who
compose “dittierz, complaintes, rondeaux, virelays, balades, [ou] lays” that disparage women,
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for sophisticated, creative expression: “compleinte” appears here alongside demanding forms
like the rondel and the virelai, where, as James Wimsatt has observed, the principles of
“repetition and accumulation” produce ornate and elaborate patterns.54 As Jenni Nuttall has
recently noted, however, these forms are often identified with juvenilia in Chaucer’s poetry
and with the self-regarding naivety of inexperienced lovers.55 For Aurelius, perhaps, the
process of habituation has only just begun.

Certainly, Aurelius has still to recognise this process of habituation as a source of
satisfaction in its own right. As he composes his poems, he continues to complain that his
words have no effect on Dorigen. Turning from the Ars to the Metamorphoses, he likens
himself to Echo, who “dorste nat telle hir wo” to Narcissus, a persistent speaker who never
obtained her desires and who, with a prayer to Venus, finally wore herself away (V.951-2).56
At a crucial turning point in the tale, Aurelius abandons his “general compleynyng” and
openly declares his “entente,” petitioning Dorigen, “reweth upon my peynes smerte” (V.945,
958, 974). Rather than persisting with his own lyrical expression, to the point where he might
discover the real significance of Ovid’s analogy, he demands the power to “emprent” his
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desires on others that the praeceptor had promised, the ability to reconfigure Dorigen’s will
through his own persistent speech.

In her reply, Dorigen searches for a way to share her own understanding of Ovid’s
analogy with Aurelius. First, she flatly refuses him, resisting his efforts at subjection and
declaring her loyalty to Arveragus: “Ne shal I nevere been untrewe wyf/ In word ne werk, as
fer as I have wit [...]/ Taak this for fynal answere as of me” (V.984-7). Then she presents him
with an impossible task, like the task the donna demands from Tarolfo, challenging him to
remove the rocks from around the coast:

“Aurelie,” quod she, “by heighe God above,
Yet wolde I graunte yow to been youre love,
Syn I yow se so pitously complayne.
Looke what day that endelong Britayne
Ye remoeve alle the rokkes, stoon by stoon,
That they ne lette ship ne boot to goon –
I seye, whan ye han maad the coost so clene
Of rokkes that ther nys no stoon ysene,
Thanne wol I love yow best of any man;
Have heer my trouthe, in al that evere I kan.”

(V.989-98)

Aurelius accuses Dorigen of capricious, motiveless cruelty, demanding “Is ther noon oother
grace in yow?” and declaring his task “an inpossible!” (V.999, 1010). Yet, Dorigen’s
challenge is no senseless ordeal. Rather, it seeks to recreate for Aurelius the circumstances in
which she had come to re-evaluate the claims of the analogy herself. Dorigen invites Aurelius
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to confront the material realities of the black rocks and consider the time it would take to
wear them away, “emprentyng” or eroding them, “stoon by stoon”. She also presents an
opportunity for him to continue his complaint and so to arrive at a mature understanding of
persistent effort, the virtues it cultivates and the satisfactions it entails. Recognising the onset
of amor in her young suitor, Dorigen also perceives his need for instruction and assumes the
role of praeceptor herself. Rather than instructing him directly, however, she works to
prolong his endeavours, so that the full significance of Ovid’s analogy might emerge in his
own experience over time.

There are early signs that Dorigen’s strategy has been successful, as Aurelius resumes
his complaint, moving from lyric poetry to petitionary prayer and calling on Apollo and
Lucina to cover the rocks with a high tide. Like Dorigen’s lines on the black rocks,
Aurelius’s prayer forms a long, lyrical interlude in the narrative, marked out in the Ellesmere
manuscript (El) and in British Library, MS Additional 35286 (Ad3), as “The compleint of
Aurelius to the goddes and to the sonne,” and it expresses a similar desire, to remove the
rocks from around the coast.57 There are signs, too, that Aurelius is discovering the pleasures
of deferred gratification, as he asks the gods to create a flood that will “endure yeres twaine”
before he finally declares to Dorigen that “the rokkes been aweye” (V.1062-4). Through the
intervention of his brother, however, Aurelius finds a way to prolong the fantasy that he
might still habituate Dorigen to his own desires, avoiding the direct encounter with stone that
Dorigen had sought to engineer for him.

Remembering his schooldays in Orléans, where “yonge clerkes [...] were lykerous/ To
reden artes that been curious,” Aurelius’s brother takes him to meet another clerk, still
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resident in the city, who can create the illusion that the rocks have disappeared (V.1105-6).
The clerk displays his skills to Aurelius, conjuring scenes of hunting and hawking, jousting
and dancing and, finally, an image of Aurelius and Dorigen dancing together, as though
promising the ultimate fulfilment of his desires. The cathedral school at Orléans was
renowned as a centre for the study of classical authors and the Orléanais masters Arnulf,
William and Fulco produced some of the most influential medieval commentaries on Ovid’s
work.58 The curious “artes” the clerk has read include books of “magyk natureel” (V.1125)
but also, surely, the Ars amatoria; indeed, his skilful manipulation of Aurelius’s fantasies
might seem to figure his mastery of that text. When Dorigen set Aurelius his impossible task,
she proposed a course of study that would allow him to move beyond the deceptive promises
of the Ars and discover what Ovid had learned in his letters ex Ponto. Aurelius’s brother,
however, invites him to return to Orléans, where “yonge clerkes” have learned to prolong the
fantasies of the Ars itself. Like Tarolfo in Menedon’s story, Aurelius resorts to magic and
illusion in an effort to validate the praeceptor’s claims, seeking to avoid the encounter with
nature that would qualify them: rather than confront the material reality of stone, he remains
in the clerk’s study, “theras his bookes be” (V. 1207 and cf. 1214), and indulges ephemeral
illusions, which are quickly “voyded,” disappearing when he “clapte his handes two”
(V.1195, 1203).

Criticism on The Franklin’s Tale has often returned to the “rash promise” that forms
part of Dorigen’s challenge to Aurelius, her pledge to love him if he can “remoeve alle the
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rokkes” from around the coast (V.992).59 Bonnie Wheeler argues that Dorigen is “constrained
[...] [by the] rhetorical codes” of courtly love, which provide no way to refuse Aurelius: “[a]
woman who is chosen as a beloved is allowed myriad delaying techniques, but postponement
is as close as she can come to a final no,” she writes.60 Susan Crane, too, contends that the
discourse of fin’ amor restricts what Dorigen can say, so that she “finds herself
ventriloquizing encouragement” even as “she attempts refusal”.61 For Michael Calabrese, by
contrast, this moment reveals the reckless excesses of Dorigen’s language, which play out in
her characteristic tendency to “endless amplification”; Calabrese argues that Dorigen lacks
the “self-mastery and rhetorical cultivation” prized in the ladies of the Filocolo and other
Italian novelle, who often bring lovesick men sharply to their senses with their incisive wit.62
I suggest, however, that Dorigen’s difficulties arise from the elusive qualities of Ovid’s
analogy, whose lessons resist direct communication and whose promises encourage
dangerous illusions about the power of persistent effort. Dorigen’s “rash promise” to Aurelius
is, after all, the same promise that Ovid’s praeceptor makes to his students, refashioned as a
lover’s ordeal. She places herself at risk, promising her own subjection as an incentive for his
continued efforts, in the hope that these efforts will teach their own lessons in time. When
Dorigen steps into the role of praeceptor amoris, offering Aurelius this lesson in love, she
stakes her own honour on the efficacy of this pedagogical strategy, a level of personal
investment that was never required from the praeceptor of Ovid’s Ars.
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Dorigen’s difficulties are compounded in this moment by the very habits of persistent
speech that the analogy serves to encourage. Her reply to Aurelius is insistent and reiterative;
she refuses him, then restates her refusal in another form, then elaborates on the terms of this
new refusal. As she reiterates her challenge, Dorigen creates ambiguity around its conditions:
in l. 993 Aurelius must physically remove the rocks, but ll. 995-96 allow that he might find a
way to conceal them instead. Dorigen knows that the lessons of this analogy are only
available from long experience and cannot be communicated as clerical “argumentz”: to learn
them, Aurelius must observe the effects of his own complaint and consider the realities of
stone. Even so, her language begins to resemble clerical consolation, echoing the preaching
of her friends, as she urges Aurelius to “Lat swiche folies out of youre herte slyde” (V.1002).
Aurelius seems to recognise a clerical aspect to the impossible task she sets for him when he
calls it “an impossible,” a form of ingenious argumentation, a realisation that in some ways
foreshadows his later journey to Orléans.63 The generosity of Dorigen’s response is
confounded by the duplicity and ambivalence of the praeceptor’s analogy, the deceptive way
it teaches and the dangerous desires it provokes. Her own capacity for persistent speech
serves to exacerbate these problems, as she communicates her lesson in a mode that Aurelius
is bound to resist.
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When the clerk of Orléans performs his trick and Aurelius announces that the rocks
are “aweye,” Dorigen declares it a “monstre,” a “merveille,” and “agains the proces of
nature” (V.1344-5). This clerical illusion challenges the lessons she has learned from her
encounter with the rocks and makes it difficult for her to reaffirm them. In his effort to obtain
the rewards that the praeceptor seems to promise, Aurelius has removed the natural evidence
that qualifies his claims: the “proces” of erosion, with its comment on the “proces” of
habituation, is no longer available for observation. As Dorigen understands her situation, she
must now either keep the promise the praeceptor had made to male lovers, subjecting herself
to Aurelius’s desires, or end her own life: “oonly deeth or elles dishonour;/ Oon of this two
bihoveth me to chese” (V. 1358-9).

Dorigen responds with the longest passage of first-person speech in the tale, glossed
in El and Ad3 as “The compleynt of Dorigene ayeyns Fortune”.64 Petitionary prayer evolves
into preacherly consolation as, “wrapped” in the “cheyne” of Fortune (V.1356), Dorigen
draws out a long catena of interrelated stories that bear on her own situation, listing virtuous
women who chose death over dishonour.65 Kara Gaston reads Dorigen’s complaint as an
attempt to “buy time,” postponing the choice between “deeth” or “dishonour” that Aurelius
presses on her.66 Although she gestures ahead to the conclusion she will reach (“I wol
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conclude that it is bet for me/ To sleen myself than been defouled thus,” V.1423-4), she also
defers the moment of her death through the accumulation of examples. I would add that
Dorigen’s complaint is also an attempt to reaffirm her hard-won understanding of Ovid’s
analogy between dropping water and persistent speech, recovering the lessons that Ovid
learned in his letters ex Ponto. Although she can no longer see the rocks, or observe the
“proces” of erosion, she can observe her own resilience and her capacity for creative
invention as she carves out this time for herself. The stories of these other women extend into
something like “lithic time”. Like the history of the rocks themselves, they exceed what
Dorigen herself can imagine or remember: “Mo than a thousand stories, as I gesse,/ Koude I
now telle as touchynge this mateere [...]” (V.1412-13). Linking her story to theirs, Dorigen
amplifies her own claim to stony endurance. At the same time, she demonstrates her
resilience by resisting the conclusions of these narratives; although she addresses these
stories “to hirself” (V.1232), Dorigen never moves herself to action. The tale avoids staging a
single moment of realisation, turning away from Dorigen as her speech continues: “Thus
pleyned Dorigen a day or tweye,/ Purposynge evere that she wolde deye” (V.1457-8);
holding the praeceptor’s promises in tension with the lessons of the letters ex Ponto, she
continues to cultivate and perform her “noblesse”. It seems significant, however, that, late in
her speech, she evokes the example of Penelope, whose introduction in the Ars amatoria first
seemed to complicate the praeceptor’s claims about the power of habituation: “What seith
Omer of goode Penalopee?” she asks; “Al Grece knoweth of hire chastitee” (V.1443-4).

orientalism of the Squire’s Tale, proposes that Dorigen’s examples serve a similar purpose to
Shahrazad’s stories in the Thousand and One Nights, providing a way “to avoid death by
passing the time”. Yet, for Lynch, the “awkwardly recursive” quality of Dorigen’s complaint
limits its creative potential. She writes: “the exempla are sterile, mechanical, nothing more
than the expanded version of ‘She moorneth, waketh, wayleth, fasteth, pleyneth’” (548).
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The turn to illusion has very different consequences for Aurelius. When he first
encounters Dorigen on his return from Orléans, Aurelius resumes his complaint, lamenting
his “peyne” and appealing for “routhe” (V.1317-8). His intention, however, is to claim the
rewards the praeceptor had promised and that Dorigen had reformulated in her challenge to
him. When Dorigen and Aurelius meet in the garden, however, Aurelius is moved to “routhe”
by Dorigen’s sorrowful condition and releases her from her promise “in fewe wordes,”
recognising his request as a kind of “cherlissh wrecchednesse” (V.1520, 1525, 1523).
Dorigen’s distress reveals the shortcomings of Aurelius’ strategy: rather than engage in a
long, persistent effort to alter Dorigen’s desires, he has forced her to submit to him against
her will. Although the narrator himself declares this a “gentil dede,” it soon becomes clear
that the satisfactions of habituation are now denied to Aurelius; this affirmation of
“gentilesse” seems as richly ironic as anything in Ovid’s Ars (V.1543). Avoiding the
encounter with stone that Dorigen sought to engineer for him, he has missed his opportunity
to cultivate a lover’s “noblesse,” and his chance to understand the implications of Ovid’s
promise as they might unfold in his own experience. While Dorigen returns to resume her
role as a noble wife, Aurelius is left to worry about money, debating how he can afford to pay
the clerk of Orléans.

***

This figure for the power of persistent speech formed a small but complex part of Ovid’s
legacy to the Middle Ages. Ovid’s medieval readers saw the great utility of this analogy, its
power to encourage and sustain persistent effort and enable the cultivation of virtue, but they
also recognised the potential for risk in its overstated promises about habituation, its implicit
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claim that, through persistence, a speaker might “emprent” their desires on a resistant
listener. Ovid himself had surrounded this figure with qualifying ironies when he presented it
to lovers in the Ars amatoria, and medieval praeceptores, too, encouraged careful responses
to it, urging their readers to appreciate the virtues that developed through long persistence,
longanimitas and “noblesse,” and to see these as goods in themselves. The Franklin’s Tale
affirms that Ovid’s analogy can motivate many kinds of persistent speech, from lovers’
complaints to friendly consolation and petitionary prayer, and it demonstrates the kinds of
creative expression that are possible in these interrelated modes. Yet, the tale also offers
warnings about the destructive desires this analogy encourages and about its peculiar capacity
to elude the praeceptores who use it, escaping the strategies of qualification and containment
that Ovid and his medieval inheritors deployed. While Dorigen comes to a mature
understanding of this figure, discovering the rewards and satisfactions of complaint even as
she recognises the difficulty of “emprentyng” stone, Aurelius is never able to abandon the
fantasy of “emprentyng” his desires on Dorigen, and goes to elaborate lengths to sustain it,
against the evidence of his own experience. The tale invites its readers to consider what
happens when a lover demands the rewards that Ovid’s praeceptor amoris tries defer. While
Ovid’s praeceptor makes casual promises about the subjection of women in order to motivate
the habituation of men, Dorigen reveals what is at risk in these promises when she makes
them about herself. The sustained engagement with the image of “emprentyng” stone that
plays out in the narrative of The Franklin’s Tale is, in part, an exploration of the desires that
motivate persistent speakers, and the benefits that accrue from persistent speech. Yet, it also
constitutes an investigation into how people live with and learn from familiar wisdom, whose
meanings emerge in dialogue with lived experience, and seem to change and evolve over
time.
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